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Purposes and goals

• What the heck is Indemnity?

• What are the elements

• Typical terminology

• How Indemnity clauses are used

• Multiple optional provisions

• Examining
• whether you understand the provision

• whether you need it

• whether it should be modified
or updated



What is indemnity?

An agreement to pay, reimburse, or compensate 
another party when a described event occurs.

So, is it just like a wager?
Not really. Typically, “contractual indemnification” is used 
when a legally (or potentially) responsible party can shift 
the loss to another party.

“An indemnity agreement is a promise by the indemnitor to safeguard or 
hold the indemnitee harmless against existing or future loss, or both.” 
Dresser Indust. V. Page Petroleum, Inc. 854 S.W.2d 505 (Tex.1993)



Does indemnity only result by contract?

Answer: It depends. In states where comparative negligence statutes
have been passed (i.e., Texas), common law indemnity has usually been 
eliminated. It may exist under a state’s common law purely in the context 
of vicarious liability, and the duty the maker of a product owes to the 
sellers of the product who may be unaware of the product’s dangers. 

So: Check your own state statutes. 

Potential search terms: “implied indemnity” or “equitable indemnity.”



Three types of agreements containing indemnity

1. Buy/sell agreements

Usually, to prevent or recover from occurrences negotiated 
in advance. Typically, these types of claims are included 
(and usually in favor of buyer):

(a) Breach of representation, warranty, covenant;

(b) Claims by third parties against indemnitee;

(c) Claims specifically included in the contract.



Three types of agreements containing indemnity (cont’d)

2. Officer/director employment agreements
Here, contractual indemnity from a corporation is used to entice qualified 
individuals to serve as officers and directors of the corporation, when 
their service in those roles will typically substantially increase the 
likelihood of litigation/claims against them, including unfounded litigation. 

Indemnification generally includes: the duty to defend, the advancement 
of defense costs, and the obligation to maintain D&O insurance, and is 
typically used to transfer to the corporation the risk of such claims and 
resulting litigation.



Three types of agreements containing indemnity (cont’d)

3. Settlement agreements
Many settlement agreements include an indemnification obligation 
whereby the payee/plaintiff agrees to defend and indemnify the 
defendant/payor against any claim brought by someone claiming, “by or 
through the plaintiff/payee.” 

• CAVEAT for potential indemnitors: While this may never happen, the obligation to defend 
and indemnify a payor/defendant (i.e., an insurance company) can lead to significant and 
unintended exposure of plaintiff to future claims. Generally, the payee (usually the 
plaintiff) will not have control over every person who may assert a claim “by and through 
the payee/plaintiff” against the payor. Without the ability to control whether or not such a 
claim is asserted, there is little reason for the payee/plaintiff to agree to provide a 
defense or indemnity and incur potentially unlimited exposure to defend or pay such 
claims against the payor.



Alternatives and limitations to indemnity

• Define (limit) certain liabilities to be assumed 

• Adjustments or limitation to amounts paid 
based upon fulfillment of other conditions

• Right to defer payments due to indemnitor as 
offset for claims which indemnitor should pay

• Escrowing a portion of consideration for a 
period of time to secure offset

• In purchase transaction, using a subsidiary to 
buy assets to shield them from 3rd party claims

Rather than a broad indemnity clause:



Alternatives and limitations to 
indemnity (Cont’d)

Lawsuit claims:

• Breach of contract claims

• Fraud claims for breach of warranty

• Rescission from deal

• Agency actions—SEC, regulatory actions

Rather than a broad indemnity clause:



Don’t confuse indemnity with…

A. Guaranty or surety (performance bonds)

B. Contribution—stems from joint responsibility

C. Breach of a representation or warranty (but it can 
be a basis of indemnity claim)

D. Release, which is a resolution of claims

E. Gross negligence—may be void in some 
jurisdictions (discussed infra “Express 
Negligence Doctrine”)

Indemnity differs from:



Limitations Clauses

Time, Offsets, Mitigation, & Amounts:
A-Tisket, a-tasket, we have a “Tipping Basket”



Types of limitations available

In the following slides, we will consider all of 
these types of limitations:

• Time: the deadline to file an indemnity claim

• Caps: monetary limits

• Basket: a deductible of sorts

• Offset: the ability to stop making payments

• Mitigation: the duty to exercise good faith when claims arise

• Materiality obligation: the claim must relate to a duty, not 
just an “oversight”

• Damages carefully defined: discussed infra…

Understanding the terminology: 



Amount of indemnity

• Caps. A “Cap” is a limit on the total amount of the 
indemnification obligation. (E.g., capped at $100K.”)

• Basket. A Basket is a hurdle or a threshold amount of 
damage that the indemnitee must suffer before a claim for 
indemnification can be made. (Discussed separately infra.)

• Post-Closing Warranty Work. Buyers and Sellers of 
businesses may have differing perspectives on the 
applicability of the Baskets to post-closing claims for 
warranty work to be performed by the Seller on goods sold 
before the sale of the business. 

• Buyers typically request a carve-out for post-closing warranty 
work since they do not want the basket to apply to this work, as 
Seller pays for warranty work for products or services done prior 
to sale of Company

Understanding the terminology: 



Amount of indemnity

Basket. A basket is a hurdle or a threshold amount of damage that the 
indemnitee must suffer before a claim for indemnification can be made. 
Determine: separate hurdle for each, or cumulative?

• Deductible basket – Indemnitor liable for damages exceeding the 
basket amount. (I.e., buyer handles first $20K of claims.)

• Tipping Basket – (A.k.a. “first dollar basket”) identifies the amount 
before any claim can be brought, but if large enough indemnitor pays 
100%. (“If claim exceeds $50K, seller pays all.”)

• Blended Basket – Indemnitor doesn’t pay anything ‘til threshold is 
met, but then owes back to some stated midpoint. (I.e., “You can’t 
sue me ‘til threshold of $150,000 is met, but then I indemnify you for 
everything over $75,000.”)

• Mini Basket – total claims up to small amount (E.g., $15,000 never 
invoke indemnity duty.) 

Understanding the “basket”



Specificity of indemnity provisions

In addition to standard clause ask these questions:

• Who is/are the indemnitor(s)? Should there be more than one indemnitor (if so, 
should the liability be joint and several)?

• Who are the indemnitees? Should others be indemnified besides Mr. Buyer?

• Do third parties have the right to enforce the indemnification provisions?

• Define damages with specificity: what damages, losses, or expenses are covered 
by the indemnity? For example, is the indemnitor required to pay the indemnitee’s 
attorneys’ fees incurred in enforcing the indemnification provision? 

Beware: standard boilerplate often insufficient!



Specificity of indemnity provisions (Cont’d)

In addition to standard clause ask these questions:

Beware: standard boilerplate often insufficient!

• Is the indemnity provision against “liability” or “damages”? 
• What is the duration of the indemnity?
• Is there a ceiling or a hurdle on the indemnitor’s liability? 
• Does the indemnity clause limit or even eliminate common law remedies?
• How are damages defined? Are only “direct” damages covered? Are 

“consequential” damages intended to be recoverable? 
• What are the procedural mechanisms by which the indemnitee is to 

enforce the indemnity? 
• Can the indemnitor pick any lawyer it chooses to provide a defense? 



The three components of “claims”

a) The procedural component, or the form of the claim, must be defined. 
“Claims” could be limited to only lawsuits, by including in its definition only 
references to properly filed judicial proceedings. Such a definition would 
exclude demands, complaints, and investigations from coverage of the 
provision. Many indemnity provisions do not include governmental inquiries 
and investigations or subpoenas as ‘claims” that are covered by the duty to 
defend or indemnify. Considering the frequency with which such events 
occur in modern times, the careful practitioner should evaluate the 
usefulness of including or excluding their coverage.

Defining what claims are, and are not, will trigger your clause.



The three components of “claims” (cont’d)

b) The second component of the term “claim” is the substantive 
component. The substantive component establishes the subject matter 
of a claim that will be covered. Contract performance, and 
nonperformance are the most common substantive component, 
however, any subject matter (not against public policy) can be the 
subject of the duty to defend and the obligation of indemnity. This could 
include investigations, complaints, and litigation and can include matter 
arising from the Foreign Corrupt Practices, SEC matters, criminal 
conduct, performance of a contract, etc. 

Defining what claims are, and are not, will trigger your clause.



The three components of “claims”(cont’d)

c) The third component of claims is the causation component. In every 
indemnification clause there must be a description of the causal 
connection between the procedural claims that are protected and the 
substantive component from which they arise. For example, the defender 
might have an obligation to defend claims that are caused by the 
conduct of the target in performing a separate agreement. Alternatively, 
the defender might have agreed to defend claims arising out of the 
conduct of the target in performing a separate agreement.

Defining what claims are, and are not, will trigger your clause.



What about “sandbagging” clauses? 

“Sandbagging” – allowing the buyer to bring suit for 
a condition he/she/it was aware of prior to closing. 
(I.e., Inventory numbers were incorrect, and buyer 
knew it. He sues for the overcount.)

Anti-sandbagging clause: 

“No party shall be liable under this provision for any 
losses resulting from, or relating to any inaccuracy 
in, or breach of any representation or warranty in 
this agreement if the party seeking indemnification 
for such losses had knowledge of such breach 
before closing.”

Should the buyer be allowed to “lay behind the log?”



Pro “sandbagging” clauses 

Pro-sandbagging clause: 

“The right to indemnification, payment, 
reimbursement or other remedy based upon any 
such representation, warranty or obligation will 
not be affected by any investigation conducted 
of any knowledge acquired at any time, where 
before or after the execution and delivery of this 
agreement of the closing data, with respect to the 
accuracy or inaccuracy of, or compliance with 
such representation, warranty, covenant or 
obligation.”

The buyers may argue that they should get the full 
benefit of the bargain they paid for, even if they know 
or suspected inaccuracy.



What is effect of no “sandbagging” 
clauses either way?

• Some states tolerate sandbagging to a 
“reasonable” degree;

• Proof of knowledge negatively impacts damages

• Some states: traditional reliance not required for 
breach of express warranty, so damages are 
recoverable

• New York considers source of the buyer’s pre-
closing knowledge of asserted breach.

See, Eagle Force Holdings LLC v. Campbell , 187 A. 3d 1209 
(Del. 2018); Galli v. Metz 973 F.2d 145 (2nd Cir. 1992)



Indemnification “carve-outs”

Carve-outs are drafted to fully eliminate 
claims or add additional burdens of proof.

Examples:  

• Misrepresentation must require “scienter” and 
are not actionable unless intent to deceive 
proven

• Requiring party to represent that he knows of no 
claims at time of closing

• Inserting “exclusive remedy” clauses



The Art of Careful Drafting
“Understand What You’re Drafting”



Understanding the contract

Read the provision carefully and ask:

• Do I understand completely what this 
means?

• Do I need it in this agreement?

• Does my client need or want it?

• Can I explain it to my client in terms of its 
affect in this deal, or down the road?

• Which party benefits if it’s in there?

• Does it improve my client’s position?

• If not, was it bargained for? 

Before creating or agreeing to indemnify, you must:



Causation: important drafting 

The courts have held that the language “due to” requires “a more direct type of causation” than 
the phase “arising out of.” Using the phrase “arising out of” and similar phrases as the causation 
modifier in and indemnity clause, expands the indemnity coverage beyond the classic limitations 
of “directly or proximately caused”. 

Accordingly, using the more expansive “arising out of” language will provide a broader 
scope of indemnity, than using “caused by” or “due to”.

See, McDaniel v. Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 987 F.2d 298, 303 (C.A.5 (Tex.), 1993). The contract only obligated 
“Force” (the Indemnitor) to provide indemnity if, and only if, damages or injuries were caused by Indemnitor. “It 
is the injury, not the claim or suit, which must be caused by Force to trigger indemnification under this unique, 
limited clause.”

Utica National Ins. Co. of Texas v. American Indemnity Co., 141 S.W. 3d 198 (Tex. 2004) (holding that “arising 
out of” does not require direct or proximate causation, while the phrase “due to” requires a more direct type of 
causation). See, American States Ins. Co. v. Bailey 133 F.3d 363 (5th Cir. 1998); Banner Sign & Barricade, Inc. 
v. Price Construction, Inc., 94 S.W.3d 692 (Tex.App.-San Antonio 2002 pet. Denied)

Defining what claims are “due to” and/or “arising out of…” 



Damages: crucial definitions 

• When drafting indemnification provisions, losses and damages that are 
intended to be recoverable or not recoverable should be carefully defined. 
Without sufficient specificity, as can be provided by a clear definition section, a 
court may have difficulty determining whether or not the following types of 
items are intended to be recoverable under the indemnity:

• Fees (accountant, attorney, experts, etc). The term ‘fees’ may only be recoverable 
in some states when specifically mentioned.

• Consequential or indirect damages Subject to provisions in the transaction 
agreement, the standard of Hadley v. Baxendale must be met  to recover 
consequential damages under a contractual theory.

• Expenses and Costs – carefully define what is included.

Defining what damages are can make or break your claim



Damages: a checklist to consider

• Breach of representation and warranties

• Breach of covenants

• Undisclosed indebtedness

• Taxes

• Retained liabilities

Pro Buyer Damages

• Expansive litany of types of losses

• “Arising under, in connection with, related to 
underlying indemnification obligation

• Includes investigation expenses, and defense 
of claim and pursuit of claim against the seller

Defining what damages are can make or break your claim

Pro Seller: 
• Actual damages only 
• Must directly relate to underlying 

indemnity obligation
• Exclusions for consequential and other 

types of damages difficult to assess
• Limitations on out of pocket expenses 

and costs



“Indemnity” v. “hold harmless” – modernizing your forms

Do they mean the same thing? Yes, in most states.
However, some states have held in the past, that “hold harmless” also 
includes the payment of costs.

Wilson Leasing Co. v. Gadberry, 437 N.E.2d 500 (Ind. App., 1982) “It has 
been held that a hold harmless clause, a form of indemnification, covers 
the cost of defending a claim and is intended to fully compensate an 
indemnitee for all loss and expense of defending a claim or litigation.”; 
Olympic, Inc. v. Providence Wash. Ins. Co. of Alaska, 648 P.2d 1008, 
1011 (Alaska, 1982).

In most states, “hold harmless” means “the duty to indemnify”



“Indemnity” v. “hold harmless” – modernizing your forms

Here’s a clearer approach: don’t say “indemnify and hold harmless.”

Instead, say indemnify against any losses and liabilities; and address in separate 
provisions the procedures for defending nonparty claims, to wit:

Any Losses (including but not limited to attorneys’ fees and expenses) incurred by Indemnitee in 
defending Contractor Defended Claim shall be paid by the Contractor in advance of the final 
disposition of such Claim within thirty (30) days after receipt by the Contractor of (i) a statement 
or statements from Indemnitee requesting such advance or advances from time to time, and (ii) 
an undertaking by or on behalf of Indemnitee to repay such amount or amounts, only if, and to 
the extent that, it shall be Proven that Indemnitee is not entitled to be indemnified by the 
Contractor as set forth in this Agreement or otherwise. Such undertaking shall be accepted 
without reference to the financial ability of Indemnitee to make such repayment. Advances shall 
be unsecured and interest-free.

Don’t use both terms if they are defined differently



Simplification of “duty to defend” – modernizing your forms

The actual terms that establish the duty to defend can be relatively simple rather 
than the long run-on sentences found in many indemnification agreements:

• Subject to the terms and conditions of this Article X, contractor is obligated to 
provide a defense for the owner from all contractor defended claims.

Likewise, the actual terms that impose an obligation to indemnify can be equally 
succinct:

• Subject to the terms and conditions of this Article X, contractor is obligated to 
indemnify owner from any losses relating to, arising from, or in connection with 
contractor defended claims, which are proven against owner.

Making sure there is no ambiguity



Defining your damages – critical to success of 
Another definition of “losses ” to include settlement

(i) loss, injury or damage to any property or right; 

(ii) loss, injury, damage or death to any person or 
entity;

(iii) any investigation, administrative services, 
travel costs, housing expenses, hourly cost of 
personnel providing services, consultants, 
independent contractors, attorneys fees, 
witness fees and expenses, expert witness 
fees and expenses, filing fees, postage, 
telephone charges, copying costs, data 
retrieval, processing and storage costs, exhibit 
development and production costs, support 
personnel costs;

(iv) payments, funding and other expenditures 
in settlement or compromise;

(v) all other costs, fees, expenditures and 
expenses, of any nature, arising, in any way, 
from any claim.;

(vi) the value of the time, including but not limited to 
travel time, that all of the employees, 
agents,independent contractors, and 
representatives of the Indemnitee dedicated to, 
or expended in furtherance of, the defense of 
any claim; and

(vii) any fine, debt, penalty, deficiency, obligation, 
diminution of value, and any incidental or 
consequential damage

“Losses” shall mean each and every injury, wound, wrong, hurt, harm, fee, damage, cost, expense, 
outlay, expenditure, payment, funding, settlement, or loss of any and every nature, including, but 
not limited to all:



Drafting “Waivers” of Consequential  
Damages

“Don’t Be The BUG!”



Don’t be the “bug”

Most lawyers “...learn about whether a particular loss provision is 
consequential or general in much the same manner ‘as road bugs 
learn about Mack trucks’ (i.e., after it’s too late to do anything about 
it).” 

Worse yet, the laundry list of excluded damages set forth in a standard 
waiver of consequential damages provision includes much more than 
just consequential damages.

Know what you are waiving if you do waiver clauses



What about waivers of “consequential damages?”

What are consequential damages? 

• Indirect damages? 

• Speculative damages? 

• Lost profits? 

• Any damages that were not reasonably foreseeable? 

• Any damages beyond the value of the promised performance in the 
agreement? 

• Any damages other than the difference between the value of the product or 
services contracted for and the value of the product or services as actually 
delivered?

Or, is it:



What are “Consequential Damages” correctly defined?

Special damages that are beyond the damages that would ordinarily be 
incurred by a non-breaching party to this type of contract, but which were 
in fact communicated to the breaching party at the time of contract as 
being losses that the non-breaching party would sustain if there were a 
breach of the Contract.

However, courts have occasionally used those other definitions:
• Indirect damages
• Lost profits
• Damages beyond the promised performance

… but “speculative” damages are never recoverable



The Express Negligence Doctrine
“You have to pay for MY negligence”



Express negligence doctrine

The express negligence doctrine states that a party seeking 
indemnity from the consequences of that party’s own 
negligence must express that intent in specific terms within 
the four corners of the contact. Enserch v. Parker, 794 
S.W.2d 2, 8 (Tex. 1990).

Applies when one party is required to indemnify another 
party– even for that party’s OWN negligence.



Fair notice requirements

Under the express negligence doctrine, in which “Party A” seeks to 
require “Party B” to indemnify damages, even those caused by 
Party A’s own negligence, the contract must clearly reference that 
intent usually two ways:

Citing the doctrine;

and

Bringing it to the attention of the signers via conspicuousness 

The idea is to prevent “obvious injustice”   

Most states require that the wording give fair notice 
of any indemnity provisions shifting risk



Conspicuousness

In Enserch, the Texas Supreme Court said this language is 
sufficient when bold and set off from text:   

THE INDEMNITOR AGREES TO INDEMNIFY THE INDEMNITEE FOR 
ANY CLAIMS “REGARDLESS OF WHETHER SUCH CLAIMS ARE 
FOUNDED IN WHOLE OR IN PART ON ALLEGED NEGLIGENCE OF 
THE INDEMNITEE. INDEMNITOR FURTHER AGREES TO INDEMNIFY 
AND HOLD HARMLESS INDEMNITEE…IN RESPECT TO ANY SUCH 
MATTERS.”

Satisfying fair notice requirements



Fair notice requirements

1. Before you draft, be aware of any applicable statutes. Unfortunately, we 
cannot foretell the myriad of circumstances that might surround the next 
contractual indemnity clause you write. So, check out your own state statutes. 

2. Separate the indemnity provisions from the release provisions. In Wallerstein 
v. Spirit, 8 S.W.3d 774 (Tex. App.-Austin 1999, no pet.), the court discussed the 
difference between the two, stating: “Release extinguishes any actual or potential 
claims releasor may have against releasee without regard to third parties; in 
contrast, indemnity does not apply to claims between parties to the agreement, 
but instead it obligates indemnitor to protect indemnitee against claims brought by 
persons not party to the provision. Typical release language is generally "release, 
discharge, relinquish," whereas typical indemnity language is "indemnify, save, 
protect, save/hold harmless." (Emphasis added).

Five ways to meet the fair notice requirements



Fair notice requirements (cont’d)

3. Don’t bury the indemnity provision. Recent case law suggests that actual 
notice will substitute for the conspicuousness prong, but it will not substitute 
for the express negligence prong. However, courts differ on this issue. As one 
commentator has said, your best bet is to require the parties to initial the 
indemnity provisions.

4. Be specific about the type of negligence you are including or excluding 
from the indemnification provision. While you may not have to use the 
term negligence to get the provision to hold, the safer route is to include the 
actual term in the indemnity provision and list out the parties you are 
indemnifying. You are not going to get indemnification for a specific level of 
negligence by implication. 

Five ways to meet the fair notice requirements



Fair notice requirements(Cont’d)

5. Chose your words carefully and know what rights you are giving up. 
There is a difference between indemnification against liability and indemnification against 
damages. The causes of action accrue differently and the statute of limitation in defense 
as to both of these. If pass-through claims are important to you, be careful to preserve 
liability for damages. At least one court has held that the contractor must remain liable to 
the subcontractor in order for the subcontractor to have an action against an owner in 
breach of contract.

• Indemnity provisions will hold up in contracts that contain an invalidities (or severability) 
clause, but contracts of adhesion make the indemnity provision invalid as well.

HELMERICH & PAYNE INTERNATIONAL DRILLING CO. v. SWIFT ENERGY COMPANY, 180 S.W.3d 635 (Tex.App.-
Houston[14th] 2005).

Five ways to meet the fair notice requirements



Pennsylvania Law 

• Pennsylvania law will enforce and indemnity provision, 
even if the party seeking indemnification is more than 50% 
responsible for causing the harm at issue

• However, the language of the indemnification must be clear 
and unequivocal when the party seeking indemnity is 
primarily liable, and must not have been actively negligent 
in causing the harm.

• See, Molettiere v. CVS et al, 75 A.3rd 539 (2013) for a good 
review of Pennsylvania law on Indemnity



Severability clauses

A “severability” clause preserves the 
remainder of a contract when one provision is 
invalidated by a court. This tactic prevents an 
“all or nothing” approach to enforcing a 
contract. The “severability” provision allows a 
court to strip the defective provision from a 
contract while continuing to enforce the 
remainder of the contract.  

But, if you believe that the essential purpose of 
the contract is damaged or unworkable without 
certain provisions, be careful of such clauses.

Not throwing out the baby with the 
bathwater



Compare these clauses

Clause A: In the event any part or provision of this agreement is held illegal 
or unenforceable in a judicial proceeding, such part or provision shall be 
severed and shall be inoperative, and the remainder of this agreement shall 
remain operative, binding and enforceable. 

Clause B: In the event that any part or provision of this agreement is 
declared fully or partially invalid, unlawful or unenforceable by a court of 
competent jurisdiction, the remainder of the part or provision and the 
agreement will remain in full force and effect, if the essential terms and 
conditions of this agreement for each party remain valid, binding and 
enforceable.

Two similar, but very different severability clauses



Compare these clauses

Both provisions accomplish what a severability clause is intended to 

accomplish. The bad clauses are severed out and the contract remains 

valid. However, the subtle differences in language can yield different 

results, as shown in the following case: 

Two similar, but very different severability clauses



The duty to defend v. duty to indemnify

While most people think that the duty to defend and indemnify are 
identical, they are not.

The duty to “defend” is a separate and distinct responsibility and requires 
individual treatment. In Farmers Texas Mutual County Insurance v. Griffin, 955 
S.W.2d 81 (Tex. 1997), the Texas Supreme Court explained that “[a]n insurer's 
duty to defend and duty to indemnify are distinct and separate duties. Thus, an 
insurer may have a duty to defend but, eventually, no duty to indemnify.” 955 
S.W.2d at 82 (emphasis added). See also Trinity Universal Insurance Co. v. 
Employers Mutual Casualty Co. Cause No. 08-20532, (5th Cir. 2010).



The duty to defend v. duty to indemnify

Example: the duty to defend vs. indemnify 

EXAMPLE: “A plaintiff pleading both negligent and intentional conduct 

may trigger an insurer's duty to defend, but a finding that the insured 

acted intentionally and not negligently [i.e., not within the policy’s 

coverage] may negate the insurer's duty to indemnify.” –Farmer’s Ins v. 

Griffin, 966 S.W.2d 81(Tex. 1997)

P.S…and watch out for those “reservation of rights” agreements.



Final checklist (Page 1 of 2):

1. Start your contract with a decent, modern form!

2. Keep copies of forms and contracts you have used 
and are familiar with;

3. Clearly define the types of claims you will allow

4. Define the indemnitors/indemnitees

5. Specify the categories of losses included, and the 
duration of claims

6. Use modern “causation” language

Invest some time in your OWN forms



Final checklist (Page 2 of 2):

6. Bargain for the best inclusion or limitation of 
damages your client needs

7. Insert caps, baskets or other liability transfers

7. If necessary, address the sandbagging issue

8. Consider appropriate waivers and carve-outs

9. Don’t Be THE BUG!

FINALLY: Make sure you and your client understand 
the whole agreement.

Invest some time in your OWN forms
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• Jill S. Vogel, Kreager Mitchell, PLLC, San Antonio, 
“Drafting Contracts to Avoid Ambiguity” SBOT-
CLE March 2020.

• D. Hull Youngblood Jr., San Antonio, and Peter N. 
Flocos, Managing Director, Center for Financial 
Stability- New York, NY. “Drafting and Enforcing 
Complex Indemnification Provisions” State Bar 
of Texas CLE 2010.
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Improve and defend 
your profession
Support the fair administration 
of justice.

Our legal profession will be:

• Courteous—if you are

• Strong—if you are active in it

• A source of service—if you serve

• A source of resolution—if you 
share your talents 



Claude E. Ducloux
claude@lawpay.com

866-376-0950

Thank You!



Professional Liability - 
Property & Casualty Plans

Lawyers Professional Liability

The Allegheny County Bar Association Insurance Program offers complete insurance solutions 
tailored to the unique needs of attorneys - from optimal business insurance to outstanding 
employee benefits to personal coverages.  USI Affinity has been serving the needs of Pennsylvania 
law firms, attorneys and their families for more than 60 years as the Allegheny County Bar 
Association's endorsed broker and partner.

WELCOME TO THE ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION'S 
CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ACBA Insurance Program Offering

A L L E G H E N Y  C O U N T Y  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N  I N S U R A N C E  P R O G R A M

Name: ________________________________________________________________________
Firm Name: ____________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________ State:___________________  Zip: __________________ 
Telephone: ____________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________

USI Affinity can help meet your insurance needs with a wide array of products and services. A few 
are indicated below. For more information on any of these, or others, please check your interest 
and you will be contacted with details.

Office Property/General Liability
Workers' Compensation
Crime / Employee Theft
Management Liability / D&O
Employment Practices Liability
Kidnap & Ransom 
Cyber Liability
 Fiduciary Liability

Individual Benefits

Term Life
Disability Income
Medical Insurance
Long Term Care
Student Loan Consolidation/ SoFi
Homeowners / Auto

Employee Benefits

Medical / Health Insurance
Term Life
Disability Income
Vision / Dental
Group Long Term Care

Please contact our trusted advisors with any questions or visit 
www.mybarinsurance.com/allegheny for more information.

2000 Oxford Drive, Suite 520 
Bethel Park, PA 15102 
Phone: 412.851.5200
Toll Free: 800.327.1550




